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Rationale and introduction:

The school text has several problems:

1. It goes beyond Euro-centrism here, to US-centrism. We should not be just mining the Enlightenment to find

its relevance for the American Revolution, at least not in a world history course.

2. It basically ignores the Enlightenment’s other significance for the modern world, which is in its theory of

knowledge.

3. It reflects an anti-Christian bias (while, I believe, this presentation is neutral in this regard).

4. It lists the thinkers, rather than portray them in their historical context (I have done marginally better, here,

I believe).

The drawback in this slide presentation is in it’s greater detail. You may or may not find this extra time

demand worthwhile, or maybe only for pre-AP classes. Simplification, here and in the text, always carries with it

the danger of oversimplification, or caricaturing. Since much of the thinking here is complicated, it is quite possible

that I, in my limited knowledge, am caricaturing some of ideas presented here. I have tried to minimize that by using

several sources and frequent quotations. As I have written elsewhere,

Because the reader (or listener) of a story cannot assimilate or even remember all the details of it

and/or may also need to simplify the story for his audience, the story becomes progressively

simplified (and probably skewed) as it passes from one source to another. Imagine the following

chain of development as a story is retold (understanding that changing goals, needs, and capabilities

often necessitate simplification): the superb synthesis–the popular book–the textbook–the teacher–the

studentºthe student’s retelling of the story. By the last retelling the story may have lost its flavors

and even its significance. Our goal is to make the last step in this chain as high quality as possible,

given the limitations of our scale. If we present the student with an excessively watered down version

that is already a parody, why bother to teach it at all?

Here that would be: the original author–the historian’s description–my description–your description–the student’s

retelling). 

 The presentation here differs from my other presentations. Previously, I have made an outline and than used

it as the slide text. Here, that outline was far too long and complicated to provide the text, so I used that as the source

for a shorter, more simplified text. 

The original outline becomes the teacher’s study guide, providing her with more knowledge than the slides,

always useful if the teacher is not going to be limited by the contents of student materials. Documentation is also

found here. This will enable the teacher to flesh out more details where useful.

Another problem: for our students (and probably most teachers), this subject is dry and uninteresting. By

strengthening coverage of this area, are we making this admittedly dry topic for high school students unbearable

for them? This is the first major slide presentation I have made where the illustrations are so scant. Thus the student

handouts and activities are vital to making the subject doable. I have divided the bigger subject here into smaller

topics, attempting to help students get a feel for the issues involved. But the key here will be the teacher, with the

slide presentation providing merely a supporting role. The simple fact is that this topic is not a compelling one on the

face. However, its outworkings are everywhere in our thinking today, and thus very important in understanding our

culture and its views. Thus, the significance of the subject.

Bold superscripts indicate footnotes with more than bibliographic information.
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Outline of the study guide:

0. Introduction

I. What was the Enlightenment, what was the

Awakening?

II. Problems and issues facing European thinkers of

the 1700s

III. Historical background 1: The conflict between

Christianity and Greco-Roman thought

IV. Historical background 2: The Renaissance seeds of

1700s thought

V.  The political and social environment of the

Enlightenment and Awakening

VI. Selected proto-Enlightenment thinkers

VII. Selected Enlightenment thinkers

VIII. Enlightenment ideas 1: How can religious influence

in society be minimized? (religion

vs. secularism issues)

IX. Enlightenment ideas 2: How should government

best work? (authority issues)

X. Enlightenment ideas 3: How do we know?

(epistemological issues) (VII-IX are reviews of VI)

XI. The difference in the Enlightenment in various

European nations

XII. Awakening thinkers

XIII. Awakening ideas (review of XII)

XIV. The influence of the Enlightenment and

Awakening

XV. The failures of Enlightenment thought

Outline of the slide presentation:

0. Introduction

I. What was the Enlightenment, what was the

Awakening?

II. What events led up to the Enlightenment and

Awakening?

III. What was the intellectual environment during the

1700s?

IV. Who were some of the Enlightenment thinkers?

V. Enlightenment ideas 1: How can religious influence

in society be minimized?  

VI. Enlightenment ideas 2: How should government

best work?

VII. Enlightenment ideas 3: How do we know? (V-VII

are reviews of IV)

VIII. Awakening ideas: improve man’s relationship to

God

IX. How did the Enlightenment and Awakening

influence later generations?

Important terms:

1 atheism (disbelief in God or gods)

2 agnosticism (doubt about the existence of God)

3 Aufklärung (German version of the Enlightenment)

4 autonomous (relating to a self that is independent of God–this is a key new idea in the Enlightenment. In t he

5 st udent  t ext  t he t erm independent  is subst it ut ed .)  

6 Cartesian (refers to Descartes’ system)

7 Cartesian dualism (the view that the mind and body are separate substances)

8 consent of the governed (fictitious or actual basis of a government’s authority)

9 deism (Christian views minus the supernatural)

10 determinism (the belief that humans have no real choices in their lives)

11 deduce (to conclude, using reason)

12 deductive (thinking based on reasoning, independent of the world of experience. Truths are derived from other

13 principles.)

14 the economy/economics (the study that confines itself to the production, distribution, and consumption of goods and

15 services)

16 empiricism (the belief that knowledge is derived from experience, from our five senses)

17 epistemology (the study of how we know)

18 (humanism) (the studies that emphasize man, usually downgrading the importance of God and religious ideas)

19 ideas (thoughts contained in language)

20 immaterial (something that exists apart from the physical world)

21 inductive thinking (thinking based on observations) (cf. deductive thinking)

22 materialist (-ism) (one who believes only in the material world, a view incompatible  with a belief in God)



Andrew Jack, “Metaphysics,”  Kenneth McLeish, ed., in Key Ideas in Human Thought, Facts-on-File,1

1993, p. 469.

Jacques Barzun, From Dawn to Decadence, HarperCollins, 2000, p. 202,2

“Realism (with its implication of Truth) is one of the great western words, like Reason and Nature,3

that defy stable definition.” Jacques Barzun, From Dawn to Decadence, HarperCollins, 2000, p. 69.
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23 metaphysics (“Metaphysics, . . . in philosophy, attempts to characterize all of reality–to say what reality contains and

24 to analyze the concepts we use to think about it.” )1

25 the mind (the nonphysical part of a human being which controls the physical part)

26 mind-body problem (How do the mind and body interact with each other?)

27 natural (in accordance with Natural Law)

28 Natural Law (rules in accordance with empirical and/or natural realities, apart from any religious considerations)

29 nature (“the facts of experience” (A Cobban, New Cambridge Modern History, Vol. VII, pp. 87f.)

30 The New Science (The name used by some when referring to the increasing   inductiveness of the scientific

31 enterprise beginning with the Renaissance)

32 order (operation of society according to rules followed by most or all. Order can be a  customary characteristics of a

33 society’s members or it can be enforced by government. Usually both are needed, working together, for a

34 smoothly functioning, peaceful and efficient society to work sell. See Thomas Hobbes.)

35 pantheist (someone, such as Spinoza, who believes that God is everywhere and in everything)

36 philosophes (the name for the French philosophers of the Enlightenment)

37 philosophy (the study of fundamental issues about the meaning of life)

38 premise (an unproven, unprovable assumption, a starting point or foundation upon which logical or empirical systems

39 rest)

40 rational, rational thinking (thinking that is logical and independent of experience)

41 rational contract (a contract between the governed and the ruler based on reason, not custom)

42 rationalism (the belief that at least some knowledge is independent of experience. “[Rationalism] differs from the

43 workaday use of our wits by the claim that analytical reasoning is the sole avenue to truth.” )2

44 rationalists (e.g., Descartes, Spinoza, Leibniz) vs. empiricists (e.g., Locke and Hume)

45 reason  (the human facility of finding meaning and logical connections, apart from experience, but may be used to3

46 bring meaning to experience)

47 scientism (the view that only science can provide true knowledge, that all qualitative   subjects are false)

48 secular (non-religious)

49 sensations (what comes to humans through their five senses)

50 skepticism/scepticism (doubt)

51 social contract (supposed contract between the ruled and the ruler, a fiction until the Mayflower Compact and the US

52 Constitution made it a reality)

53 sovereignty (source of authority in a society)

54 the state (the government of a people, apart from any particular leader or system)

55 theology (thinking about fundamental issues involving God–compare with philosophy)

56 ur-/proto- (ur- refers to the earliest form of something, while proto- refers to an early form that is closer to whatever

57 is being discussed)

58 utilitarianism (the philosophy that sets up values according the usefulness of the value to society)

(46 words)

Persons discussed:

1   Pierre Bayle, unbelief’s publicist

2   John Calvin, here, advocate of conscience

3   Christopher Columbus, joiner of worlds

4   René Descartes, apostle of reason

5   Denis Diderot, encyclopedist

6   Jonathan Edwards, defender of God over human

7 reason

8   Claude Helvetius, utilitarian sceptic

9   Thomas Hobbes, pessimistic materialist

1 0  David Hume, empirical skeptic

1 1  Immanuel Kant, philosopher of autonomous morality

1 2  John Locke, empiricist popularizer of others’ ideas

1 3  Niccolò Machiavelli, biographer of Realpolitik

1 4  Montesquieu, advocate of the New Government

1 5  Isaac Newton, explainer of the universe

1 6  Thomas Paine, a destroyer, not a builder

1 7  Blaise Pascal, heart before head

1 8  Jean-Jacques Rousseau, forward to nature
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19   Baruch de Spinoza, optimistic pantheist

20   Giambattista Vico, social evolutionist

2 1  Voltaire, brilliant enemy of superstition

Questions on worksheets for student consideration before study:

With Hobbes: 1. What is order?

2. How important is order?

3. Do we need government to protect us from each other?

4. Is there anything in the world besides matter?

with Descartes: 5. What is truth?

6. How can we really know? 

7. What is reason?

8. Does reason lead to all knowledge?

with Locke: 9. What is experience?

10. Can experience provide us with all knowledge?

11. What is more important, reason or experience?



Geoffrey Russell Richards Treasure, from “The Enlightenment”, in “Europe, History of”, in4

Encyclopædia Britannica, DVD edition, 2008.

Ibid.5

Peter Watson. Ideas: A History of Thought and Invention, from Fire to Freud, HarperCollins, 2005,6

p. 532.

Roger Smith, The Fontana History of the Human Sciences, quoted in Peter Watson. Ideas: A History7

of Thought and Invention, from Fire to Freud, HarperCollins, 2005, p. 534.

Kenneth McKleish, “Enlightenment”, in Key Ideas in Human Thought  (also edited by McKleish),8

Facts on File, 1993, p. 235.

Henry May, The Enlightenment in America, New York: OUP, 1976, quoted in Hoffecker, Andrew,9

Revolution in Worldviews, P & R Publishing, 2007, p. 241.
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Study guide

0. Introduction

We live in our feelings, our behaviors, and our ideas.

This study is about ideas born in Greece, with new ideas from the Hebrews conquering these Greek ideas (more-or-

less), and then the Greek ideas being reintroduced in the Renaissance, and, finally and especially, the conflict among

all of these ideas in our target period, the 1700s.

Some of these ideas are now our modern ideas, including our democratic-republican system of government.

How did these changes come about?

You can understand this, or you can remain ignorant, but understanding this history helps you understand yourself.

. . .and now, to our study,  Enlightenment and Awakening.

I. What was the Enlightenment, what was the Awakening?

“The Enlightenment was both a movement and  a state of mind.”4

“...the great idea of the Enlightenment: that man, guided by the light of reason, could explain all natural

phenomena and could embark on the study of his own place in a world that was no longer mysterious.”5

“Investigation of human nature, of man’s relationship to society, was perhaps a defining aspect of the

Enlightenment”.6

“ To quote references to human nature in the eighteenth century is a bit like quoting references to God

in the Bible: it is the subject around which everything else revolves”.7

“The basic premises of the Enlightenment were liberal, pro-science, anti-superstition, and that the state

was a proper vehicle for improvement of the human condition. Its thinkers . . . took it as self-evident

that the human race had for too long been intellectually shackled”.8

“Henry May modified ‘Enlightenment’ by the terms ‘moderate,’ ‘skeptical,’ ‘revolutionary,’ and

‘didactic.’”9

“...[R]ather than depicting a homogenous period, marked by virulent hostility to religion, we will show

that the plural “Enlightenments” more appropriately portrays the diversity of perspectives in the period.

. . . What emerges as a series of Enlightenments–some radical, which attempted a total recasting of

thought, and others more moderate, which sought to accommodate new ideas with traditional religion

that radicals sought to replace.



W. Andrew Hoffecker, Revolution in Worldviews, P & R Publishing, 2007, pp. 240f.10

W. Andrew Hoffecker, Revolution in Worldviews, P & R Publishing, 2007, p. 241.11

Bold type added. This reflects the dominant view of modern intellectual leadership, leading, for12

instance, to the view that one should keep one’s religious views to one’s private life, and apply only secular

views to the public arena. This usually unquestioned view–and it is a view, not a fact–leads to a mental

dichotomy which is either sensible or nonsensible.

W. Andrew Hoffecker, Revolutions in Worldview, P & R Publishers, 2007, p. 241.13
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Second, [we] will juxtapose another trajectory of movements, which paralleled the

Enlightenments–a series of ‘Awakenings’: the Evangelical Awakening in Britain, Jansenism in France,

Pietism in Germany, and the Great Awakening in American.”  10

“The movement is most pronounced in radical enlighteners in their espousal of autonomy as the

dominant theme of modern thought. More complex is the extent to which a turn toward the subjective

manifests itself in evangelical and traditional Christianity.”11

A. The Enlightenment(s)

1. “The Enlightenment” refers to an eighteenth century movement among an intellectual elite that

was based on a belief in reason, or experience, or both. It tended toward criticism of religion and

existing governments, that is, the existing order. In the Enlightenment, the twins reason and

empiricism gained a power they had not had since the victory of Christianity. (Under Christian

intellectual leadership, the twin powers had been revelation and reason.)

a. Note that reason has been used by some to prove the existence of God and by others to

disprove the existence of God.

2. Early Enlightenment thinkers believed that God created the universe as a self-governing entity,

whose working can be discerned through reason. Then, the empiricists successfully asserted that

everything was matter, and that all knowledge derived from matter and its interactions, leaving no

room for God, or even for a reasoning independent of matter–does God then even exist?

3. Enlightenment events are roughly book ended by the Glorious Revolution (1688) and the French

Revolution (1789).

4. The high prestige of the French language made it a dominant vehicle for many Enlightenment

writings.

5. The Enlightenment was concurrent with the Industrial Revolution.

6. The Enlightenment was a movement that involved university educated thinkers, not the general

public.

B. The Awakening(s)

1. The Awakening(s) were a response to the challenges of Church authority and teachings that

moved toward renewal of spiritual relationships instead away from Church authority.

C. One topic or two?

1. Are the Enlightenment and Awakenings aspects of one topic or two separate topics? This convinced

me of former: 

“Surveys of Western civilization often consign Awakenings to sections separate from the Enlightenment.

Isolating Enlightenment and religious movements into the public or “real world” of secular life and

the private, inner world of “religious” life,  however, ignores what should be obvious–that both12

Enlightenments and Awakenings competed for the public mind. . . .Only as secular views took hold in

the nineteenth and twentieth centuries did the sharp differentiation between public and private become

commonplace.”  13

I would add that our narratives of this period are generally written by those who follow the secular workings out of

these issues and who therefore tend to see them as more relevant than the others.

II. Problems and issues facing European thinkers of the 1700s

A. Questions



George Berkeley, in Treatise on the Principles of Human Knowledge (1710), says that only the14

mind can be known, as we cannot be sure that matter exists at all. See Mark Twain’s story based on this

idea, The Mysterious Stranger.

for example, the French peasant uprising (Jacquerie) of 1358, and the Wars of Religion brought15

about by religious disagreement resulting from the Reformations and the Huguenot wars.

W. Andrew Hoffecker, Revolutions in Worldview, P & R Publishing, p. 256.16
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1. What role should religion play in society?

a. Are Christian ideas valid?

2. What is the nature of man?

3. What is nature?

4. What should be the relationship of the individual to society?

5. What role does experience play in human thought?

 a. Do our senses provide reliable knowledge?

6. What role does reason play in human thought?

a. Is reason reliable?

b. Is reason the enemy, partner, or servant of experience?14

7. How should authority be modified to fit the new understanding?

B. General problems of the age

1. periodic political disorder

a. Strong leaders were preferable to disorder

2. strong rulers limited individual rights and other freedoms

a. Renaissance disorder led to the strengthening of some rulers’ power.15

3. superstition was widespread

4. intolerance (still) was widespread

5. lack of scientific thinking

6. lack of rational thinking

7. harmful effects of (fanatical) religious thought

III. Historical background 1: The conflict between Christianity and Greco-Roman thought

A. Secular rational Greek thought

1. The Greeks introduced widespread rational thinking.

a. In inventing the polis, leaders–for the very first time–asked the rational question , “How

shall we rule ourselves?”

2. The Romans adopted the Greek approach to thinking.

B. The rise of the Christian world view.

1. The Christian way of thinking involved the revelation that God became a mere human, with all the

limitations human existence involves. This seemed nonsense to the Greek way of thinking.

C. Christianity incorporated Greek thought to broaden its appeal.

1. The Church Fathers, believers in Jesus and trained in Greek thinking, found similarities in the two

ways of thinking, and through their writing they made Christian teaching acceptable to Greco-

Romans.

D. Christian thought overcame Greek thought.

1. So many became Christians, including leaders, that Christian thinking (now mixed with Greek

philosophy) became the major type of thought in the Roman Empire.

2. At this point, Greek thinking–which included more-or-less worshiping the human being, declined,

with Christian concerns coming to dominate thinkers’ writings.

(3. Nonetheless, elements of Greek thinking continued to be part of Christian thinking.)

“[In the Enlightenment, French deist thinkers] contended that Christianity’s insistence on

revelation, asceticism, and mysticism and the inadequacy of humans to save themselves

without divine grace resulted in a tragic ‘failure of nerve’ among Greek and Roman leaders.

Ancient thinkers failed in their aspiration to achieve a life of reason because the church fathers

appropriated Greek philosophy and subordinated it to the revelation and Christian theology. . .

.their goal was nothing less than ‘the recovery of nerve.’16



W. Andrew Hoffecker. Revolutions in Worldview, P & R Publishing, p. 247.17

Solomon and Higgins. A Short History of Philosophy, OUP, 1996, p. 180.18

deification19

Peter Watson. Ideas: A History of Thought and Invention, from Fire to Freud, HarperCollins, 2005,20

p. 499.

“The word did not mean “real” in the English sense; in German it connotes “things”—hence a21

politics of adaptation to existing facts, pursuing plain objects, admitting no obligation to ideals.” Jacques

Barzun, from “Realism and Realpolitik”, in “Europe, History of”, in Encyclopædia Britannica, DVD edition,

2008. 

Peter Watson. Ideas: A History of Thought and Invention, from Fire to Freud, HarperCollins, 2005,22

p. 785.

This, in the list of 4 details given, comes from Peter Watson. Ideas: A History of Thought and23

Invention, from Fire to Freud, HarperCollins, 2005, pp. 496-499, 785.
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IV. Historical background 2: The Renaissance seeds of 1700s thought

A. Humanism revived Greek thinking

1. Even the earlier style of architecture was derided as Gothic.

B. The New Science advocated rational and inductive thinking, pushing Christian faith to the side.

1. The Copernicus-Kepler-Galileo-Newton view of the world set up the possibility of explaining the

world in a rational, inductive way that could minimize or even ignore the possibility of a role for God.

a. Newton, it should be noted, did not do so: “For him, God’s existence was absolutely

necessary for the operations of nature. As a master lawgiver or mechanic, God could and did

intervene to perform miracles and correct irregularities in the universe.” 17

2.The New Science asked, what are the relative values of reason and the senses? How much can be

known?18

2. In his Discourse on Method (1637), Descartes laid the foundation for the apotheosis  of reason19

as the basis for life.

C. Four ideas important for the future emerged in the Renaissance:

1. secular politics

a. Niccolò Machiavelli (1469-1527) wrote The Prince (1513).

1) Machiavelli separated politics from theology for the first time.

2) He introduced the concept of the “state”, where previous thinkers had referred to

a kingdom, the land, the rule, or government.20

3) Human nature always contains evil.

4) He describes what will later be called Realpolitik,  the politics of the real world,21

as opposed to a desirable world.

2. the idea of individual liberty

a. John Calvin (1509-1564)

1) His insistence on the primacy of individual conscience provided the eventual basis

for rebellion against unjust government.  That provided the basis of the democratic22

state.

3. the concept of the state

a. again, from Machiavelli

4. toleration23

a. The wars of religion following on the heels of the Reformations wore out the idea of

religiously based fighting, leading to calls for toleration.



Peter Watson. Ideas: A History of Thought and Invention, from Fire to Freud, HarperCollins, 2005,24

p. 499.

A. Cobban, in The New Cambridge Modern History, Vol. VII, The Old Regime 1713-1763, CUP,25

1957, p. 87.

Peter Watson. Ideas: A History of Thought and Invention, from Fire to Freud, HarperCollins, 2005,26

p. 442.

Peter Watson. Ideas: A History of Thought and Invention, from Fire to Freud, HarperCollins, 2005,27

p. 443.

Peter Watson. Ideas: A History of Thought and Invention, from Fire to Freud, HarperCollins, 2005,28

p. 536.

Solomon and Higgins. A Short History of Philosophy, OUP, 1996, p. 176.29

Peter Watson. Ideas: A History of Thought and Invention, from Fire to Freud, New York,30

HarperCollins, 2005, p. 540.

Geoffrey Russell Richards Treasure, from “The Enlightenment”, in “Europe, History of”, in31

Encyclopædia Britannica, DVD edition, 2008.
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“Politically speaking, [with the development of these four ideas] this was the end of the

medieval order and the birth of the modern world”.24

“Although throughout Europe the forces of religious intolerance were being beaten back, an

acute observer might have noticed that the victory for freedom of thought was only being

achieved with the aid of political authorities, and that the decline in the power of the Church

was accompanied by an extension of the claims of the State.”25

D. Various events contributed to changing thinking about the world.

1. Columbus’ discovery of America influenced how Europeans thought “about race, biology, culture

and history”.26

a. Reverence for ancient authorities, typical of the Renaissance mind set, was weakened

because the ancient authors did not know about the New World.27

2. Because people of different nations (e.g., French, Germans, Italians) fought in the American

Revolution, some people began to think differently about who they were.28

3. The growth of cities (among other social changes) called for new ways of thinking.29

E. The rise of economic thinking

1. The idea of the economy was new in the 1600s.

2. Prior to this time what we would call economic thinking was part of what Aristotle called ethics.

3. Economics became a separate study in universities of some nations.30

V. The historical environment of the Enlightenment and Awakening

A. Enlightenment thinking, like Renaissance thinking, was the activity of an elite few and its influence spread to

broader society slowly.

B. Holland provided a safe ground for Enlightenment thinkers who didn’t live in England.

 

“[Holland] occupied a central position between the Renaissance and the Enlightenment.”31

1. Amsterdam Huguenot refugee Louis Elsevier was a major printer of Enlightenment books.

C. Leaders reacted to the expression of new ideas.

1. Censorship in France limited the freedom of publishers.

2. Sometimes French authors had to flee the country or face imprisonment.

D. The non-biblical ideas of Christians often conflicted with Enlightenment ideas.



Patrice Louis-René Higonnet and Jeremy David Popkin, “The social order of the ancien régime”,32

from “France”, in the Encyclopædia Britannica, DVD edition, 2008.

Bryan Magee, The Story of Human Thought, Quality Paperback Bookclub, 1998, p.78.33

Browowski and Mazlish, The Western Intellectual Tradition, p. 198, quoted in Peter Watson. Ideas:34

A History of Thought and Invention, from Fire to Freud, HarperCollins, 2005, p. 501.

That is, man has a powerful drive to satisfy his desires, which leads to conflicts, including war. A35

strong government can contain warlike actions of individuals, thus creating a secure environment in which

men can live. Note the absence of the concept of evil here. This reflects the modern trend to avoid its use

(just what relevance can it have in a society that denies spiritual realities?), or perhaps reflects only the

avoidance of my sources to discuss Hobbes’ possible use of the term and my ignorance of his terminology.

Peter Watson. Ideas: A History of Thought and Invention, from Fire to Freud, HarperCollins, 2005,36

p. 501.

Stephen Law. The Great Philosophers, Quercus, 2007, p. 62.37
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1. Christians, then as now, often confused beliefs they got from the Bible with beliefs they got from

elsewhere.

E. Many writers raised the standards of historical analysis by using evidence more critically than had been done

in the past.

F. The Enlightenment worked in an environment in which the nation-state had emerged.

1. France was the first area to change from a kingdom to a nation-state.

2. We call the old form of French society the ancien régime (i.e., before the French Revolution),

which, although mostly a political term, covered all social relationships, including economic ones.  It32

was this ancien régime that was rejected by Enlightenment thinkers.

G. A weariness over fighting–religious and otherwise–influenced thought about government and the powers it

should have, especially for writers of the early Enlightenment.

H. French replaced Latin as the international tongue of learned discourse.

VI. Selected proto-Enlightenment thinkers

A. Study number one:

Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679), pessimistic materialist
Questions: 
What is order?
How important is it?
Do we need government to protect us from each other?

1. Hobbes was born in the year the Spanish Armada invaded England, was 15 when the first Stuart

king began to rule England, saw all of the English Civil War (1640-1649) and the execution of the

second Stuart king, was for two years and the mathematics tutor of the third Stuart king while he

was in exile.33

2. With Thomas Hobbes, we mark the boundary between Renaissance and Enlightenment thinkers.

3. A materialist, Hobbes saw the world as “an endless chain of cause and effect”.34

4. In the background of Hobbes writing was the English Civil War (1640s), giving rise to his concern

for order.

5. Man’s natural state: war (that is, competitiveness which can lead to warfare)35

6. Because men will “attack” each other in anticipation of being attacked, the result is (in these

famous words) that “. . .the life of man, solitary, poor, nasty, brutish and short”.

7. To achieve order, the government should have absolute authority, but it can rest either in a

monarch or an assembly.36

8. The implied social contract between individuals and the government means a loss of some

freedom in return for security, a good bargain. (Objection: just where is this contract?)37

9. Monarchy preferable to democracy because the abuses of one man will be less than that of an

assembly. [!]

10. Church authority should fall under secular authority.

11. All of this because of its usefulness, not because of natural law (which doesn’t exist).



Job, Chapter 14 (in the Old Testament) describes an immense sea monster called Leviathan.38

Peter Watson. Ideas: A History of Thought and Invention, from Fire to Freud, HarperCollins, 2005,39

p. 525.

Solomon and Higgins. A Short History of Philosophy, OUP, 1996, p. 180.40

Bacon called for induction as superior to deduction in finding reliable scientific truth (Novum41

Organum, 1620 [Jacques Barzun’s translation: The New Tool]). Deduction starts from an assumed truth–a

principle–and, using reason, draws conclusions, while induction starts from observations and ends with

principles. Deduction begins with axioms, while induction ends with axioms. All truth can thus be derived

(that is, if all truth lies in the material realm of science).

Peter Watson. Ideas: A History of Thought and Invention, from Fire to Freud, HarperCollins, 2005,42

p. 490.

i.e., De Revolutionibus and Principia Mathematica43

Full title, original: Discours de la méthode pour bien conduire sa raison, & chercher la verité dans44

les sciences. Plus la dioptrique; les meteores; et la geometrie (English: Discourse on the Method of Rightly

Using the Mind in Seeking Truth [First English translation, 1649])

Solomon and Higgins. A Short History of Philosophy, OUP, 1996, p. 180.45

W. Andrew Hoffecker, Revolutions in Worldview, P & R Publishing, 2007, p. 254.46
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12. Leviathan (1651) describes this.38

13. Our world today conforms in many respects to the prescriptions of Hobbes.

14. Ethics should be based on the attempt to increase one’s own pleasure without causing pain in

others.39

B. Study number two: Enter Descartes 

René Descartes [day-kart’] (1596-1650), apostle of reason
Questions:
What is truth?
How do we really know?
What is reason?
Does reason lead to all knowledge?

1. “The acknowledged father of modern Western philosophy”,40

2. Along with Francis Bacon  (1561-1626), Descartes brought about the transition from41

theologically based philosophy to secular philosophy which looked to science.42

3. Both Francis Bacon and Descartes lived between Copernicus’ book and Newton’s book,  which is to43

say that they were aware of the new views of the heavens, but unaware of the Newtonian revolution.

4. Discourse on Method  (1637)44

1) Descartes begins with the question(s) What is truth? How can we really know?45

2) To start at the beginning, one should doubt everything.

3) One thing cannot be doubted: one’s existence.

“Descartes’ methodical doubt and belief that individual existence is the indisputable starting
point of philosophy resulted in an entirely new philosophy–a shift from God-centered thinking

to human-centered philosophizing.”46

6. Meditations on First Philosophy (1641) attempts to establish three things:

a. Knowledge has a secure foundation.

1) God would not give man something false. Therefore reason is a reliable source of

knowledge.



Peter Watson. Ideas: A History of Thought and Invention, from Fire to Freud, HarperCollins, 2005,47

p. 491.

Solomon and Higgins. A Short History of Philosophy, OUP, 1996, p. 181.48

Stephen Law, The Great Philosophers, Quercus, 2007, p. 65.49

Original: Cogito, ergo sum. This, however, is not original with Descartes. Augustine had written50

over a thousand years earlier, “For if I am deceived, I am. For he who does not exist cannot be deceived.

And if I am deceived, by this same token, I am”. quoted in Stephen Law, The Great Philosophers, Quercus,

2007, p. 67.

Using reason to prove the reliability of reason is known as the “Cartesian Circle”. Solomon and51

Higgins. A Short History of Philosophy, OUP, 1996, p. 183.

Solomon and Higgins. A Short History of Philosophy, OUP, 1996, p. 185.52

Descartes’ cosmological argument for the existence of God: “It is impossible that the idea of God53

which is in us should not have God himself as its cause”. Quoted in Solomon and Higgins. A Short History of

Philosophy, OUP, 1996, p. 183.

W. Andrew Hoffecker, Revolutions in Worldviews, P & R Publishers, 2007, p. 254.54
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a) Knowledge from revelation must meet the criterion of being in accord

with reason.47

b) The physical universe does not contain God (although he created it), but

operates according to reason.

2) But what about the external world? What evidence from experience is reliable and

what is not?

a) Common sense is to be rejected because it is often common nonsense.48

3) Descartes used doubt to help filter true knowledge from erroneous knowledge.49

a) first filter: senses sometimes deceive.

b) second filter: Are you merely dreaming? This may cause you to doubt

physical experience, but reason and mathematics are still valid.

c) third filter: the demon hypothesis–suppose that a powerful demon

deceives you in all your thinking, so that no thought is true. There is one

deception he cannot carry out–he cannot deceive you into thinking that you

exist if you do not exist. The fact that you exist is proof of your true

existence. Thus, Descartes’ most famous statement (which was actually first

presented in his Discourse: “I think, therefore I exist.”50

b. “I think. . .” is Descartes’ grand axiom, great premise–the first deduction of many for

Descartes. These deductions come from the reasoning mind and form the foundation for all

true knowledge. Knowledge is therefore founded on reason, not on possibly deceptive

experience.51

c. The self is immaterial and therefore independent of the physical body–that is, the “I” is two

substances, and therefore there is a mind/body issue here–the famous “Cartesian dualism”.52

d. God exists.53

7. With reason raised by Descartes, and with science supported by the laws discovered by Newton,

the foundations of new world of the Enlightenment are set.

“No matter what form epistemology took in the ensuing seventeenth- and eighteenth-

century discussions, its formulators used assumptions that furthered Descartes’ break with

the past. Descartes’ radically new method-dubito, cogito ergo sum–provided a subjective,

rational starting point–the intellectual fulcrum of human autonomy–that set the agenda for

all future philosophical discussion. Although Cartesianism was but the first of many systems

that occupied European thought, it placed the debate on new ground–a human-centered,

secular perspective.”54



Bryan Magee, The Story of Thought, Quality Paperback Bookclub, 1998, p. 88.55

This subjectivity does not refer to anything like “personal opinion”, or emotional, or biased56

thinking. Solomon and Higgins. A Short History of Philosophy, OUP, 1996, pp. 181 & 184f.

Geoffrey Russell Richards Treasure, from “The Enlightenment”, in “Europe, History of”, in57

Encyclopædia Britannica, DVD edition, 2008.

Geoffrey Russell Richards Treasure, from “The Enlightenment”, in “Europe, History of”, in58

Encyclopædia Britannica, DVD edition, 2008.

Geoffrey Russell Richards Treasure, from “The Enlightenment”, in “Europe, History of”, in59

Encyclopædia Britannica, DVD edition, 2008.

Geoffrey Russell Richards Treasure, from “The Enlightenment”, in “Europe, History of”, in60

Encyclopædia Britannica, DVD edition, 2008. “Cartesianism reduced nature to a set of habilts within a world

of rules: the new attitude took note of accidents and circumstances. observation and experiment revealed

nature as untidy, unpredictable–a tangle of conflicting forces.” (If printing out the entire “Europe, History of”

article, this quotation appears on page 176.)

Cartesian is actually derived from the Latin form of Descartes.61
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[Descartes], more than anyone else, ‘sold’ science to educated Western man. It was largely

under his influence that the pursuit of certainty came to dominate intellectual activity in the

West, and that considerations of method became central to that pursuit.”55

8. Unusual for the time was Descartes’ writing the Discourse in French (instead of Latin), although he

wrote later in the traditional Latin.

9. Radical in his day (but commonplace in our own) is the idea that each individual is responsible for

thinking for himself.56

C. Isaac Newton (December 25, 1642 [January 4, 1643, New Style]-1727), explainer of the universe

1. Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica (1687) caused a conflict with the philosophy of

Descartes.57

a. That is, Newton maintained that the fundamental way the universe/world worked was not

by doubt, followed by reason, but by a series of physical laws (starting with gravitation) that

explained the world, using reason.

b. On the other hand, Christian Huygens, for one, thought that asserting gravitation between

even small particles verged on the occult.58

c. Descartes’ logical system was easier to understand and work with.59

d. With the passage of time, evidence mounted (e.g., the successful prediction of the return

of Halley’s comet) for the accuracy of Newton’s laws.60

Snapshot in time: And so, now those lucky enough to read Descartes’ little book with the big title could purify their

thinking and attempt to live rationally on a higher level. Descartesian thinking–quickly shortened to Cart esian61

thinking–became the standard for advanced thinking. Enter John Locke.

VI. Selected Enlightenment thinkers

Study number three:

A. John Locke (1632-1704), empiricist popularizer of others’ ideas
Questions:
What is experience?
Can experience provide us with all knowledge?
What is more important, reason or experience?



John Bowle, Western Political Thought, quoted in Peter Watson. Ideas: A History of Thought and62

Invention, from Fire to Freud, HarperCollins, 2005, p. 503.

for example, toleration from Spinoza, representative government from Harrington’s The63

Commonwealth of Oceana (1656). Jacques Barzun, From Dawn to Decadence, HarperCollins, 2000, p. 362.

Jacques Barzun, From Dawn to Decadence, HarperCollins, 2000, p. 362.64

But he did not go so far as call for toleration of Catholics. W. Andrew Hoffecker, Revolutions in65

Worldview, P & R Publishers, p. 244.

 W. Andrew Hoffecker, Revolutions in Worldview, P & R Publishers, p. 244.66

Thus argued Sir Robert Filmer, in supporting James II in 1688 over the “illegitimate” claimants to67

replace him, his son-in-law William and his daughter Mary. Jacques Barzun, From Dawn to Decadence,

HarperCollins, 2000, p. 362.

the “ur-” prefix signifies original or early.68

Yet, he approved of the social contract with William and Mary. I am guessing that he found this69

acceptable because the balance of power had already tipped to the “assembly”–that is, Parliament, which

had demonstrated its superior power when it defeated, tried, and executed Charles I (1649) and

subsequently ruled for a decade without his son Charles II.
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“John Locke is the prophet of the English business commonwealth, of the rule of law and

toleration....[From him] French thinkers of the Enlightenment drew their inspiration. In their turn, they

reinterpreted and generalized the more liberal aspects of English thought...”62

“In short, Locke earned his fame by a series of well-organized summaries in plain prose of well-ripened ideas

[of others].  It is not his fault but the result of a not uncommon cultural squint that Locke has been hailed as63

the discoverer and original expounder of the principal that civil and political rights are lodged in the people”.64

1. Essay on Toleration (1689) (52 years after Descartes’ Method)

a. The people are sovereign, the king a delegate.

b. Locke’s call for toleration became very practical.65

c. Locke rejects no Christian belief as unreasonable, but his call for toleration moves

Christian belief from the public sphere, marginalizing it “from public life.” “His minimalist view

of Christian doctrine illustrates a transition that culminated in the deist controversy.’ 66

2. Second Treatise of Civil Government (1690)

a. What is the source of governments’ authority?

1) The (traditional) religious answer: God gave Adam authority over all, and

those who succeeded Adam as leaders are therefore empowered by God.67

2) The new argument assumes that before governments existed men did as they

pleased, with all the undesirable side-effects. Although government restricts this ur-

freedom,  the loss of freedom is worth it because of the desirable protection and68

orderliness provided by government. Hobbes said that a king is somewhat preferable

to an assembly; Locke that the assembly is to be preferred form of government.

Either way the government is a contract between the governed and the leader.

a) Thus, government, based on reason, avoids the “inconvenience” that

occurs when each individual acts according to his own reason. The majority

is the proper source of authority, not a king–that is, the consent of the

governed.

b) Further, the leadership should not be vested in a king, as Hobbes found

preferable, because the concentration of power in one person will likely lead

to abuse by the king.69



Jacques Barzun, From Dawn to Decadence, HarperCollins, 2000, p. 363.70

Peter Watson. Ideas: A History of Thought and Invention, from Fire to Freud, HarperCollins, 2005,71

p. 504.

W. Andrew Hoffecker, Revolutions in Worldview, P & R Publishers, p. 244.72

Peter Watson. Ideas: A History of Thought and Invention, from Fire to Freud, HarperCollins, 2005,73

p. 532.

Peter Watson. Ideas: A History of Thought and Invention, from Fire to Freud, HarperCollins, 2005,74

p. 533.

Peter Watson. Ideas: A History of Thought and Invention, from Fire to Freud, HarperCollins, 2005,75

p. 533.

Peter Watson. Ideas: A History of Thought and Invention, from Fire to Freud, HarperCollins, 2005,76

p. 532.

W. Andrew Hoffecker, Revolutions in Worldview, P & R Publishers, p. 244.77
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3) Criticism: Both arguments are based on a “fanciful” foundation: the former on

God bestowing authority on Adam as the beginning of an intended chain; the latter

on the belief that there were “wild” men before the first government.

4) An interesting point is that Locke and others are countering a religious argument

with a secular one. It is the secular nature of Locke’s argument that helps make it

appealing to Enlightenment thinkers.

b. Locke generalizes beyond the specific condition at hand–justifying the overthrow of James

II. To create a general theory, he argued for the universal acceptance of life, liberty, and

property.70

1) No government should be able to take a man’s property away. As a man’s labor is

a form of his property, he should not be taxed without his consent–the origination of

no taxation without representation.71

c. The Second Treatise appeared just in time to offer theory in justification of the Glorious

Revolution of 1688-1689.

d. It was, specifically, the English Bill of Rights, 1689, that provided the social contract being

justified by Locke, although this contract was between the ruler and what was viewed as the

people’s representatives, Parliament, making it rather a proto-social contract. In addition,

Locke appealed to the Bible for support.72

1) The first social contract was on a much smaller scale, namely, the Mayflower

Compact, 1620.

3. Essay Concerning Human Understanding (1690)

a. The concept of mind–with an emphasis on consciousness and language as a tool of

thinking–is emphasized over the concept of soul, with its emphasis on the spiritual

dimensions of man.73

b. Men analyze sensations, leading to ideas.74

c. Experience is more real than innate ideas.75

d. Therefore, the mind of the newborn is an empty slate–Locke’s famous tabula rasa (the

“blank slate”)–ready to receive the knowledge and concepts that come only from experience.

e. If ideas are based on experience, than so is morality.76

4. For Locke, even reason builds on experience.

5. Man’s natural state: reason ????

6. Like Hobbes, Locke believed that all men are equal.

7. Many of “Locke’s ideas” are commonplace today but were radical at the time.

8. Locke’s radical empiricism divided qualities into primary (“bulk, figure”) and secondary (“heat,

whiteness”) qualities, which did little to assure some of empirical realities, leading some to

skepticism.77



W. Andrew Hoffecker, Revolutions in Worldview, P & R Publishers, p. 244.78

Geoffrey Russell Richards Treasure, from “The Enlightenment”, in “Europe, History of”, in79

Encyclopædia Britannica, DVD edition, 2008. [p.178]

He was originally called Baruch de Spinoza. Spinoza ground lenses to support himself.80

from Tractatus Theologico-Politicus, quoted in Peter Watson. Ideas: A History of Thought and81

Invention, from Fire to Freud, New York, HarperCollins, 2005, p. 505.

Peter Watson. Ideas: A History of Thought and Invention, from Fire to Freud, HarperCollins, 2005,82

p. 505.

Peter Watson. Ideas: A History of Thought and Invention, from Fire to Freud, HarperCollins, 2005,83

p. 505

Peter Watson. Ideas: A History of Thought and Invention, from Fire to Freud, HarperCollins, 2005,84

p. 506.

This evaluation is from Jonathan Israel, Radical Enlightenment: Philosophy and the Making of85

Modernity, OUP, 2001, p. 591, as quoted in Peter Watson. Ideas: A History of Thought and Invention, from

Fire to Freud, HarperCollins, 2005, p. 506.
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9. Good or evil behavior depends on education: “It is that which makes the great difference in

mankind:. This provides a foundation for believing that man is perfectible.78

10. Locke’s success was assured by Voltaire’s support.79

B. Benedict de Spinoza  (1632-1677), optimistic pantheist80

Question: What is the purpose of government?

“...the ultimate aim of government is not to rule. . .by Fear. . .but to free men from fear. . . .in fact the

true aim of government is Liberty”.81

“It was Spinoza [according to Jonathan Israel], who finally replaced theology with philosophy as the

major way to understand our predicament, and as the underpinning rationale of politics; it was Spinoza

who dispensed with the devil and magic; it was Spinoza who showed that knowledge is democratic. . .;

it was Spinoza who more than anyone persuaded us that man is a natural creature, with a rational

place in the animal kingdom; it was Spinoza who persuaded his fellow men and women that freedom

could only be understood philosophically; it was Spinoza who laid the groundwork for republicanism

and democracy; it was Spinoza who explained that the end result of all these ideas was toleration”.82

1. (Like Hobbes) government is necessary to maintain order. Unlike Hobbes, Spinoza was optimistic

about freedom under government.

2. Politics is the result of rational thinking for utilitarian purposes, not the existing idea that politics

should be the result of reason interpreting Natural Law. Law is rather the lesser of two evils [the

other being no government].83

3. The measure of the worth of a state: does it bring peace and security?84

4. Spinoza emphasized knowledge and believed that just as knowledge changes, government must

change.

5. Spinoza believed that there was one substance in the universe, and that therefore God, matter,

human minds, everything is one, making Spinoza a pantheist.

a. God is not the creator of the universe; he is the universe.

b. God is not personal.

c. Because the mind and body are not separate, but part of the one substance, there is no

mind-body problem.

6. Spinoza may be seen as a uniter of many of the ideas presented in the Enlightenment and

therefore the single most important force in producing modern thought.85

7. Major works: Tractatus Theolico-Politicus, Ethics (on the nature of reality), Descartes’ Principles of

Philosophy



Dictionnaire historique et critique86

“scepticism” is an alternate spelling.87

Geoffrey Russell Richards Treasure, from “The proto-Enlightenment”, in “Europe, History of”, in88

Encyclopædia Britannica, DVD edition, 2008..

Jacques Barzun, From Dawn to Decadence, HarperCollins, 2000, p. 360.89

Italian: La Scienza Nova90

Peter Watson. Ideas: A History of Thought and Invention, from Fire to Freud, HarperCollins, 2005,91

p. 507.

Full name: Charles de Secondat de Montesquieu92

Original: L’Esprit des Lois93

.“. . . The title of Montesquieu’s book L’Esprit des lois is poorly conveyed when translated The94

Spirit of the Laws. One wants to add the notions of essence, bearing, purpose, intention-and-results. The

trouble is that esprit has several applications, only loosely related. It can characterize a person . . . 

Next, esprit means wit, and again, this in a double sense. . .” Jacques Barzun, From Dawn to Decadence,

HarperCollins, 2000, pp. 220f.

Judicial review was not even asserted by the court until McCollough vs. Maryland in 1804, and then95

not for a second time until the Dred Scott case. Since Congress and the president did not challenge judicial

review either time (in the 1804 case because they agreed with the verdict), judicial review–and essential

check and balance of the judiciary–was thus established in custom, where the Constitution had not been

clear.
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C. Pierre Bayle (1647-1706), unbelief’s publicist

1. Historical Dictionary  (1697) introduced religious–indeed, universal– skepticism  to Europe in a86 87

popular format–the skeptic’s bible.88

2. Much of the radical thinking was hidden in the small-type footnotes, where they were less likely to

be seen by the French censors.

3. Voltaire popularized much of Bayle’s thought.89

4. With Bayle, the Enlightenment begins to pick up speed.

D. Giambattista Vico (1668-1744), social evolutionist

1. The New Science (1725)90

a. Government arises from developing custom, not rational contract.  91

2. Religion, language, ideas, law, social organization, and literature evolve.

a. This leads to doubt about accepted beliefs.

E. Baron de Montesquieu  (1689-1755), advocate of the New Government92

1. The Spirit of Laws (1748)9394

a. Laws derived from nature

b. Values change as society evolves.

c. Advocated separation of powers but inadequately separated the judicial from the executive

(when the US Constitution was written, it too suffered conceptually from this weakness, with

the judicial branch having no clear power of judicial review).95

“The one great attempt at a systematic treatise on social science, Montesquieu’s De l’esprit

des lois, started from history and not psychology. Even so, it must be reckoned from this point

of view a magnificent failure. Montesquieu attempted to skip the work of a couple of centuries

in scientific jurisprudence, economics, human geography, and anthropology. The time was not



A. Cobban, in The New Cambridge Modern History, Vol. VII, The Old Regime 1713-1763, CUP,96

1957, p. 92.

Birth name: François-Marie Arouet97

But beware: Voltaire never said, “I wholly disapprove of what you say–and will defend to the death98

your right to say it”, or that the English had only one sauce but a hundred religions. Jacques Barzun, From

Dawn to Decadence, HarperCollins, 2000, p. 361.

Peter Watson. Ideas: A History of Thought and Invention, from Fire to Freud, HarperCollins, 2005,99

p. 508.

W. Andrew Hoffecker, Revolutions in Worldview, P & R Publishers, 2007, p. 256.100

Jacques Barzun. From Dawn to Decadence, HarperCollins, 2000, p. 361.101

Jacques Barzun. From Dawn to Decadence, HarperCollins, 2000, p. 361.102

Geoffrey Russell Richards Treasure, from “The Enlightenment”, in “Europe, History of”, in103

Encyclopædia Britannica, DVD edition, 2008.

Peter Watson. Ideas: A History of Thought and Invention, from Fire to Freud, HarperCollins, 2005,104

p. 535.

Geoffrey Russell Richards Treasure, from “The Enlightenment”, in “Europe, History of”, in105

Encyclopædia Britannica, DVD edition, 2008.
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yet ripe, if it ever was to be, for a Newton of the social sciences. Montesquieu’s aims were far

higher than his achievement. . . The task was beyond the possibilities of his day..”96

Study number 5:

F. Voltaire  (1694-1788), brilliant enemy of superstition97 98

Question: Does satire really advance an argument? 

“What Voltaire did, in essence, was to adapt the Cartesian tradition [i.e., the ideas of Descartes] to the new

thinking in Britain, as epitomized by Newton and Locke.”99

1. When you think of Voltaire, you think of brilliance and cutting wit, not original thinking that changed

the intellectual environment.

2. Although not an atheist, Voltaire was an intractable enemy of Christianity, especially in its Roman

Catholic form.100

3. A three year stay in England introduced Voltaire to the freedoms of England.

4. “Introduced” Newton and Locke to the French, notably Locke’s toleration, bringing to an end the

dominance of Cartesian reasoning in France.101

4. Philosophical Dictionary (1764)

a. argues against superstition

b. “It is Bayle in reader’s digest form”.102

5. Candide (1959)

a. Argues against a blind optimism

6. “...his questions were usually clearer than his answers”.103

7. Believed that scientific ideas would eventually replace religious ones.

G. David Hume (1711-1776), empirical skeptic

1. Treatise on Human Nature (1739)

a. Goodness should come from knowledge, rather than from revelation.104

2. Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion (1779)

a. Reason denies the possibility of miracles.105

3. Not  only are there false ideas, but also empty ones–ones that cannot be proven through

experience.



Stephen Law, The Great Philosophers, Quercus, 2007, p. 96. This is sometimes referred to as the106

“bundle theory” of self.

Stephen Law, The Great Philosophers, Quercus, 2007, p. 103,107

This description is from Ernest Hunter Wright, The Meaning of Rousseau, 1929, as noted by108

Jacques Barzun, From Dawn to Decadence, HarperCollins, 2000, p. 815. Rousseau did not idolize the noble

savage or call for a return to nature.

Bryan Magee. The Story of Thought, Quality Paperback Bookclub, 1998, p.236.109

Using democracy to mean what we would call either an authoritarian government, or inhabited by110

people who have a different nature than real world humans.

Jacques Barzun, From Dawn to Decadence, page 384.111

Ibid. From The Social Contract: “Man was born free, and everywhere he is in chains. I will now112

endeavor to show who they [the chains] are legitimate.” [emphasis added to show how the shorter

quotation can mislead us].

Geoffrey Russell Richards Treasure, from “The Enlightenment”, in “Europe, History of”, in113

Encyclopædia Britannica, DVD edition, 2008.

Jacques Barzun, From Dawn to Decadence, p. 385.114
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4. The self is no more than the thoughts and experiences of the person, and not some immaterial

entity.106

5. Ultimately, morality stems not from reason or revelation, but from our experiences.107

H. Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778), forward to nature108

Question: How can nature improve your life?

1. Rousseau was born in Geneva, making him Swiss, from a land with a long tradition of more-or-less

democratic rule.

2. Rousseau introduced feeling above reason. (Perhaps his harsh upbringing and lack of much formal

education led to this).109

3. Freedom can exist in society if a certain form of “democracy”  exists.110

4. On the Origins of the Inequality Among Men aroused much critical anger, and misinterpretations of

its ideas led to libelous interpretations, such as that Rousseau believed in the so-called noble savage

and calling on us to imitate them.111

a. Stages of civilization:

1. Savage amoral

2. peasant moral talent rewarded

3. bourgeoisie immoral birth determines all

1) A reformed society would move back to the second stage.112

2) Rousseau’s rejection of the luxuries of stage three aroused resentment by some

philosophes.

5. Discourse on the Arts and Sciences (1750)

a. the world of feeling is superior “the exterior world of appearances”.113

  6. Émile (1762)

a. A new education should produce natural growth.

          The point is not to return to stage one–nature–but to go back stage two.

7. Social Contract (1762)

a. The social contract is not original with Rousseau (nor with Locke, for that matter), nor

does Rousseau care whether there ever actually was such a contract.114

b. The state should be sovereign, but supported by the general will.

1. The general will is what all citizens should agree as the best for all people, such

as taxes. People should be forced into buying into the general will.



Stephen Law, The Great Philosophers, Quercus, 2007, p. 101.115

Anthony Esolen. The Politically Incorrect Guide to Western Civilization, Regnery Publishing Co.,116

2008, pp. 238f.

unsigned article, Helvétius, Claude-Adrien, in  Encyclopædia Britannica, DVD edition, 2008.117

French: De l’esprit118

quoted in Peter Watson. Ideas: A History of Thought and Invention, from Fire to Freud, 119

HarperCollins, 2005, p. 526. This idea was later made famous by the utilitarian philosopher Jeremy

Benthem.

Anthony Esolen. The Politically Incorrect Guide to Western Civilization, Regnery Publishing Co.,120

2008, p. 210.

Anthony Esolen. The Politically Incorrect Guide to Western Civilization, Regnery Publishing Co.,121

2008, p. 211.

Original: Critik der reinen Vernunft122

w. Andrew Hoffecker, Revolutions in Worldview, P & R Publishing, 2007, pp. 266f.123

w. Andrew Hoffecker, Revolutions in Worldview, P & R Publishing, 2007, p. 267.124
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c. The state should be democratic, republican, and egalitarian, as Rousseau defines these

terms.

1. In actuality, such a state would be authoritarian, with censors and forced removal

of most class differences and the education system teaching these ideas..115

“Rousseau did understand, against some of the French rationalists, that feeling was

indispensable for the moral imagination. But he acknowledged no legitimate soil for the

nurture of this feeling, nor could he forge a connection between feeling and reason. That is,

he accepted the false severance of reason from a proper ordering of the passions.”116

I. Claude Helvetius (1715-1771) , utilitarian skeptic117

1. On the Mind (1758)118

a. Attacked all religiously based morals.

b. Taught that good government policy produced “the greatest good for the greatest

number”.119

2. “apologist for the totalitarian state”120

3. What is good, what is evil? The state should decide.121

J. Immanuel Kant (1724-1804), the philosopher of autonomous morality

1. Critique of Pure Reason (1781): What is true knowledge?

a. Moral teachings contained primarily in Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason  (1781, revised122

1787)

b. rationalism + empiricism - revelation = knowledge

c. The mind apprehends sensory experiences through 12 categories, an insight which Kant

compared to the Copernican breakthrough in science. The mind cannot get behind the

physical appearances, as Plato claimed to do.123

d. Because by nature non-physical knowledge is not trustworthy, we can not have real

knowledge about, for instance, revelation, the existence of God, or the soul, or freedom.124

1) If reason is autonomous (as Kant maintained) there can be nothing above reason,

such as revelation.

e. Kant also here introduced the German term now common in English, weltanschauung

(worldview).
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“[Kant] was typical of his age in his attempt to cast moral reasoning as a kind of

mathematics.”125

“Reason, then. leads Kant to affirm that moral objective good exists. Now, the method

he used to determine good and evil would persuade no one but a philosopher, and

would probably not move him to action, anyway.”126

”Not only did Kant give epistemic superiority to science, he left science and theology

with nothing to say each other. Kant introduced a conflict between facts and values

that continues to this day.”127

2. What is the Enlightenment?  (1784)128

a. This writing was called forth by a Berlin newspaper’s query whether current thought had

enough coherence to warrant a single title, Enlightenment.129

a. Distinguishes between public reason and private reason.

3. Critique of Practical Reason (1788):  “What is the good and how do we do it?”130

a.  Contrary to Hume, moral values derive from reason.131

b. Motive of an action is more important than outcome of the action.132

c. There are two kinds of moral actions:

1) those based on maxims such as “If you want people to trust you, don’t lie”,  and133

2) absolute moral actions, based on maxims that are always right, even if the

outcome hurts you.134

3) Therefore, moral life means following these absolute moral actions, which are

distinguished from the “if...then” ones by the fact that they apply to everyone.

d. Absolute moral imperatives are just that–no exceptions.

e. Because good is not always rewarded and evil punished, there must be a God who

eventually will establish justice–thus God exists, but His existence is subservient to the

reasoning basis of autonomous individuals.135

f. Humans can overcome evil because they are autonomous when it comes to the ability to

reason and have free will. This has essentially become the modern point of view.  136
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g. Kant saw Judaism as a qualitatively inferior religion because of its emphasis on ritual over

moral content.  Indeed, so did Enlightenment thinkers in general, replacing a visceral anti-137

Semitism with an intellectual one.

“[Kant] changes Christianity from a religion of grace, where God does for humans

what they are not able to do for themselves–that is, God forgives their sins–to a

bootstrap religion, where people lift themselves up by their own internal moral

revolution.”138

“Kant further delineated the modern view of Jesus Christ, . . . Jesus is not the

eternal, ontological, Son of God, sent by the Father to atone for human sin, but a

rational archetype, a personification of moral goodness that lies resident in

reason.”139

4. Religion within the Limits of Reason Alone (1793): What is religion, and how do we become right

with God?

“Although many scholars neglect this work, its title, content, conclusion and method form a

capstone to Kant’s entire enterprise; summarize Enlightenment revolutions in worldview;

and bring Kant’s Copernican revolution to its conclusion by recasting Christianity as a

moralistic deism.”140

“Yet to follow Kant’s prescription means social atomism, every man’s mind alien from every

other.”141

 K. The Encyclopédie (17 volumes, 1761-1765),  massive handbook for the Enlightenment 142

1. Modeled on an earlier English encyclopedia.

2. Denis Diderot was the editor.

3. The underlying authority was scientific empiricism, rather than the authority of scripture.143

4. Contributors included most of the outstanding thinkers of the day.144

L. The philosophes, spokesmen for the Enlightenment 
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“The elimination of the Christian tradition and Scripture from social theory, and thus from the public

debate, left a void that was filled by philosophy popularized. This is how the 18C publicists come to be

called philosophes”.145

M. Thomas Paine (1737-1809), a destroyer, not a builder

1. Common Sense (1776)

a. Paine’s epistemology is simpler and more straightforward than that of contemporary

European thinkers, with common sense definitions of natural rights, reason and principle,

etc.146

b. Unlike Locke, who saw society based on God’s granting man and woman the gift of

marriage, Paine saw government as based on the natural rights of individuals.

“We have it in our power to begin the world over again. A situation similar to the

present has not happened since the days of Noah until now.”147

2. The Rights of Man (1791)

a. Paine avoided the task of building the new American nation, preferring to continue on the

easier path of nation destruction,  headed for France.

3. The Age of Reason (1794-1795)

VIII. Enlightenment ideas 1: How can the role of religion in society be minimized? (religion vs. secularism

issues)

A. The entire Enlightenment project was based on making man independent of God (with exceptions).

B. Two views of the religious situation at the end of the Renaissance

1. Religion is the problem.

2. Religious abuses and spiritual lethargy are the problem.148

C. The apotheosis of autonomous secular thinking and reason

1. Human thought should be independent of God–whether God exists or not, His presence is

secondary to autonomous human thinking.

2. Regardless of religious beliefs, the state should be secular (Machiavelli).

D. Doubt, “the third force in seventeenth-century thought”, according to historian Richard Popkin,  undermines149

religious authority.

1. The four stages in the development of doubt150

a) rationalistic supernaturalism

1) This position held that religion should “conform to reason”.

2) If a miracle exists, it must be for a logical reason,  according to one follower of

this position.151

3) Advocates included John Locke.
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4). John Toland said that any revelation from God must be clear and in accordance

with reason. The virgin conception of Jesus did not pass this test and therefore must

be rejected.152

b) Deism153

1) What is deism? As first outlined by Lord Herbert of Cherbury (Die Verite , 1624),

deism favored rational religion over revealed doctrine (Herbert saw his principles coming

from reason):  154

   

Herbert’s five principles of

rational religion:

Traditional aspects missing:

belief in God incarnation of God in Jesus

God should be worshiped Jesus’ death as an atonement for men’s

sins

virtue and piety proper resurrection of Jesus

sins should be repented hinted at skepticism regarding the

Trinity

punishments and rewards exist in

the present and in the next life

later writing: challenging the authority

of scripture

2) Deism spread from England to France, to elsewhere in Europe and America

3) Popular in the century and a half ending with Thomas Jefferson (a partial deist, in

my opinion), who produced a supernatural-free Bible using cut and paste.

4) The increasing discoveries of scientific laws led deists to conclude that God

created a universe and laws that control it, thereafter backing off and leaving men to

operate in this rational environment. Thus the analogy with the clockmaker and the

clock.

5) Voltaire was the leading French deist.

6) Perhaps ironic is the deists’ rejection of most of Christianity (and, fundamentally,

the Bible) while still accepting the existence of God and the basic outline of creation

described in the Bible.

7) Rousseau (in the Social Contract) called for deism to be made the official religion

of France.

8) Other deists included Spinoza, Benjamin Franklin, and George Washington (or

not: see XI.F.2.a).

8) Thus, in the minds of the deists, the loving, personal God of the Bible who may

occasionally interfere with the natural order of creation was replaced with an absent

God who created the universe and then removed Himself from it. In rejecting all the

abuses of Christian practice of the day, they threw out the baby with the bath water.

“Triumphant in England and France, deism spread to the educated classes of

other countries of Europe, and was in due course to reach a wide American

public with Benjamin Franklin. But for all its diffusion, the conquest was a

barren one; deism in the eighteenth century had lost its vitality and

significance. It became a stagnant pool in England. In Europe, outside France,

it petered away into a trickle in the marshes of orthodoxy; and in France it
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proved to be a mere tributary poured into the main stream of French

scepticism. It muddied but did not divert the current of infidelity which already

in the seventeenth century dug a deeper if narrower channel.”155

c. Scepticism

1) Scepticism focused on Christian beliefs.156

2) Both sceptical thinkers and Christians confused beliefs of Christians with teachings

of the Bible. When a belief from outside of the Bible or originating in a mistaken

understanding of the Bible was shown to be incorrect, then some believed that the

Bible itself was wrong. This error continues today among those who believe that

there is a conflict between the Bible and, say, science.

3) Thomas Hobbes, David Hume, Pierre Bayle (author of the skeptic’s bible)

d. Atheism

1) The first public atheist was the Italian Lucilio Vanini (1585-1619)157

2) Although not an atheist himself,  some of Newton’s followers found in his158

discoveries a justification for atheism.

“ Sometimes it’s hard to distinguish between the Enlightenment support for religious liberty,

and the Enlightenment desire that religion should grow more modern, that is, less religious,

and finally decay.159

E. The rise of toleration

F. The rise of (intolerant) secularism

1. The anti-Christian spirit of the age (among the intellectual leaders) added to the failure of Christian

leadership to achieve a tolerant, just, democratic society.160

IX  . Enlightenment ideas 2: How should government best work? (authority issues)

A. Old government vs. new government

1. Criticisms of the ancien régime

a. The question of the Church

b. Criticism of the divine right of monarchs

c. Intolerance, inequality, warfare

2. Characteristics of the new government

a. Separation of powers

b. Republican government

c. Limited government

d. Democratic government
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e. Social contract: governments constitute a social contract between the governed and the

leadership (in fact they do not until the Mayflower Compact, followed by the Glorious

Revolution–the English Bill of Rights signed by William and Mary constituting a proto-social

contract–and the US Constitution–ratified by the voters–making the idea an actuality on a

larger scale for the first time).

f. Checks and balances

B. The individual

1. Equality

2. Individual rights

3. Evil is the result of a lack of reason, which comes from a lack of education.161

4. The “mind” replaced the “soul” as the concept most often used to explain human behavior.162

C. Did Enlightenment ideas originate in the Enlightenment?

“Later historians’ secular minds prefer to read about free trade in Adam Smith than in [Puritan writer

John] Lilburne and his parable of the talents. It is easier to credit John Locke than some obscure

Anabaptist preacher for the thought that all men are born free and equal. The preacher quoted St.

Paul, who said that God has “no respect of persons” and that there is ‘no difference between Jew and

Gentile.’ Others insisted that God’s grace is free–all share in it as they share in Adam’s sin. Hence

superior rank has no warrant; the only superiority is of the spirit. To rationalists this was no way to

argue.”163

X. Enlightenment ideas 3: How do we know? (epistemological issues)

(VII-IX are reviews of VI)

A. Reason

B. Experience

C. Nature

1. To John Toland nature replaced God.164

D. Providence/revelation

1. Reason, Nature, and Providence became cult words.165

E. Custom

XI. The difference in the Enlightenment in various Western nations

A. The Enlightenment in France

1. The Enlightenment enterprise was generally carried out by the philosophes.

B. The Enlightenment in England

1. The Enlightenment in England always faced a long established, growing tradition of political and

intellectual freedom, capped by the Glorious Revolution.

C. The Enlightenment in German lands166

1. The great influence of German universities colored the nature of the Enlightenment in German

lands, where professors were sometimes appointed to government positions.
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2. Religious toleration was emphasized above civil rights.167

D. The Italian Enlightenment 

1. practicality over theory

E. The Spanish Enlightenment

1. Strong catholic rule limited Enlightenment thought.

F. The Enlightenment in America

1. American Enlighteners were primarily interested in practical politics and its theoretical

underpinnings.

“What we have in Plymouth, then, and elsewhere in America is a third way, neither the absolute State

praised by Hobbes, nor the banishment of religion to the dusty corners of the soul. Here is room for

individual conscience and enterprise, in the service of the family, and to the benefit of the community.

We have an ideal that was largely realized during [William] Bradford’s long governorship, and remained

a template for New England villages for many generations: a people united by the God they worship,

who commands them to love one another. . . . Strangely enough, it is from their commitment to local

church polity, that the Puritans gave us a model, not for church government, but for a secular order

friendly to both family and church.”168

2. Although it is probably too long to go into detail here, Anthony Esolen distinguishes Jefferson’s call

in the Declaration of Independence from the French call for Liberté, Égalité, and Fraternité by listing

four errors in our view of the Founders:169

a. Error one: The Founders were deists (they prayed, and deists find prayer a waste of time,

since God the clockmaker is absent)

b. Error two: The Founders wished to establish a purely secular state.

c. Error Three: Jefferson insists that the State cannot take away your rights by force.

d. Error Four: Jefferson insists that each individual has the right to pursue what he thinks will

make him happy.

XII. Awakening thinkers

A. Blaise Pascal (1623-1662), heart before head

1. Pensées (1670, posthumous)

2. Pascal rejected Cartesian confidence in reason because it was autonomous, and therefore

constituted an assertion that man is independent of God.

3. Supported the Catholic Jensenism, which advocated a return to the older view (of Augustine) that

the grace of God alone saves, as opposed to the Jesuits’ view that a human response also is

necessary.170

4. Instead of examining reason like Descartes, Pascal called for an examination of the human heart.

5. Pascal’s concern with the heart did not reflect an ignorance of mathematics–deductive

reasoning–as he was one of the greatest mathematicians of his age.

6. Criticized by many philosophers as not a real philosopher because he did not provide a complete

metaphysical explanation of existence.171

“But unlike those in our day who insist that all religions are the same (usually because they

don’t pay attention to them) Pascal insisted on the limits of reason, and upon the

sovereignty of God who might choose a shepherd without consulting the mathematician first.
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. . . Pascal, keenest of psychological writers, opened a way that a few would take. The

direction of European culture, after Newton, lay rather in exposing the ‘laws’, whereby we

know, as if our minds were machines acted upon by machines. Eventually, as it did in the

ancient world, materialism led to skepticism.172

 B. Jonathan Edwards (1703-1758), defender of God over human reason

1. A Puritan theologian, preacher, apologist, philosopher

2. Edwards, who begin reading Locke’s Essay Concerning Human Understanding when he was 12

years old,  continued to read widely among Enlightenment writers throughout his life.173

3. The error of most Enlightenment thinkers is in seeing everything from the point of view of human

happiness, rather than from God’s purposes in creation.174

3. A Faithful Narrative (1737)

a. Distinguishes between good and bad revivals

3. The End for which God Created the World (1754)

a. Creation was not a one time event, but is continuous, and is not subject to the demands or

limitations of autonomous reason.

XIII. Awakening ideas (review of XIII)

A. The problem of religious corruption or lethargy is met by renewal.

B. Becoming autonomous from God, subjugating God to human limitations, is not the appropriate response,

according to Awakening thinkers.

“Meanwhile, the newly expansive view of the State could feed from a ‘democratic’ trough. If, as

Helvetius argued, the enforcing arm of the State merely enacts the will of the people, why should the

people fear? And how can people appeal beyond the people, if there is nothing higher than the State

against which to judge its laws? It is a lesson that fascists, Marxists, and incautious liberals of the next

two centuries would take to heart. Blood will be shed for the people, that is, for the great god of the

State. The French Revolution was a clear case. . . . How was the Enlightenment preference for

democracy responsible for the bloodshed? Perhaps we need to distinguish among kinds of governments

of, by, and for the people. It is not that democracy per se leads to tyranny, but that, as [Edmund] Burke

observed, the ‘metaphysical’ democratic state envisioned by the French revolutionists was already

tyrannical, arrogating to itself the prescriptive rights of individuals, of villages, of groups and classes of

society, and of the Church. It had already turned man into a machine or number. At the same time, it

was a kind of demolotry, to coin a term–elevating some abstract mass of the ‘people’ into a totem for

cultic worship, seeing the rule by the people as the natural and inevitable progression of history.”175

XIV. The influence of the Enlightenment and Awakening

“[The Enlightenment’s] basic principles and objectives...became the matrix of the modern age”.176

A. Although the specifics of most Enlightenment thinkers have been rejected (with the notable exception of

political ideas) the underlying move to make man autonomous–independent from God–succeeded.

B. on religious issues: secularism triumphed, but religion still thrives

1. Deism became a way station on the road to the growth to modern agnosticism and atheism.

2. Christianity was stripped of many customary but non-Biblical beliefs.

3. Christianity was not defeated, but was marginalized in that
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it lost its role in the public sphere to secularistic, and often atheistic, forces.

C. on authority issues: lasting influence

1. The democratic revolutions, starting in the 13 colonies

2. Our Founders rejected total majority rule, a feature of all [earlier] democracies.

D. On epistemological issues: partly rejected

1. The value of reason is fully appreciated, but the primacy of reason has been rejected.

2. Determinism, the result of the belief that only physical phenomena exist, gained currency.  The177

idea that science disproved the sphere of the nonphysical has been revealed to display a fundamental

misunderstanding of the realm of science, which, though successful in explaining the physical

universe, has nothing to say about any nonphysical reality. This is what I call the empirical fallacy.

a. Yet many today remain confused on this issue.

3. Asserting that all knowledge comes from experience is a fiction that Western culture has rejected.

4. The mind/body problem remains.

E. On thought in general

1. The Age of Doubt (concerning Christianity)/the Age of Certainty (concerning nature and reason)

was replaced with doubt on all levels (among the scientifically well-educated elite today) as Einstein,

Planck, and Heisenberg modified the Newtonian universe of certainty.

2. During the Enlightenment optimism increased as more could read and therefore did read of

scientific and other advances.  This optimism continues among the general population today.178

3. Many disciplines we study today were fully or partially formed during the Enlightenment–subjects

such as law, history, psychology, and sociology.179

4. The significance of the brain was recognized and parallel to this the concept of the mind as

opposed to the soul.

XIV.  The failures of Enlightenment thought

A.  A frequent naivety about the goodness of man.

a. Voltaire: “Work and projects” would replace religiously motivated activities.180

b. General faith in education (of the sort called forth by Enlightenment thinkers) as the

eradicator of evil is naive.181

c. The philosophes had a “naive belief” in the independent capability of human reason to

create an earthly utopia.182
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“ When the French philosophes in the eighteenth century discarded the Christian

belief in the fall of man, they turned, as Plato did, to ignorance as their explanation

of evil.”183

B. Apotheosis of reason and/or experience created a false epistemological basis for sound knowledge.
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Chronology of key events of the Enlightenment and Awakening:

Period: General event s: Specif ic  event s/ When (w rit ings,

persons:  et c):

Background: �Greek rational thought invention of polis 700s BC

�the great Greek philosophers Socrates onward ca. 430-

�Rome adopts Greek thinking conquest of the Greeks 200s BC -

�Church Fathers reconcile Christian Clement of Alexandria AD 100S

    revelation with Greek thought Irenaeus

�Church teachings “manage” Greek 

    thought to 1300s

�Humanism nudges Christian thinking beg 1300s

�Renaissance science (the New Science) Copernicus, Kepler,

Galileo, Newton

�other Renaissance developments Machiavelli 1513

    validity of conscience Calvin 1536-1560

�centers of free thought and press Holland & England

Proto-Enlightenment: �new ways of thinking Newton 1687

Hobbes 1650-1656

Descartes 1637-1680

the Enlightenment: �(English) Glorious Revolution to Locke 1689-1706

the French Revolution Spinoza 1662-1687

Bayle 1797

Vico 1725

Montesquieu 1748x

Voltaire 1731-1754

Hume 1739-1777

Rousseau 1761-1789

Helvetius 1758-1772

Diderot 1761-1765

Kant 1781-1804184

Paine 1776-1795

Chronology of key events of the Awakening:

Pascal (1623-1662) 1670

Edwards (1703-1758) 1737-1765
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Chronology of key events of the Enlightenment and Awakening as a

time line:
  1480   

          1492- discovery of New World challenges old thinking; the New Science

1500   

 1513 Machiavelli separates politics from theology 

  1520    

  1540 ca. 1540 Calv in calls for indiv idual conscience

   

  1560

  1580

1600

  1620

  1640 1643 Descartes, Meditations on First Philosophy

    

  1660 1651 Hobbes, Leviathan

1670 Pascal

  1680 1689 Locke, Second Treatise on Civ il Government                   Enlightenment begins        

           s1690 Locke, Essay Concerning Human Understanding

1700 Deism begins

  1720

1731-1754 Voltaire

  1740 1737-1765 Edwards

1751-65 The Encyclopédie

  1760 1762, Rousseau, Social Contract

1775-1783 American Revolution

  1780 1776 Paine, Common Sense 

1789 French Revolution Begins                                            Enlightenment ends     

1800
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Conflicts list:

Enlightenment vs. “revolutionary terror and dictatorship” (Treasure)

Enlightenment vs. romanticism

reason vs. experience

Christianity vs. Greco-Roman thought

which god: God vs. Reason (i.e., Who’s in control, God or reason)

Descartes vs. Newton (Voltaire turned the victory to Newton, Treasure, p.176)

Pascal vs. empiricists

dualism vs. monism
Descartes: the “I” is of two parts
most: no dualism

for Berkeley there is no matter
for most empiricists there is no mind (the materialist position)

Rousseau’s view of nature vs. everyone else

Rationalists:
Descartes
Spinoza
Leibniz

Empiricists:
Hume
Locke
Berkeley
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Advanced matching quiz for top students:
Draw line from title to date (date and author already match):
Philosophical Dictionary (1651) Hobbes
Historical Dictionary (1637) Descartes
The New Science (1641) Descartes
Treatise on Human Nature (1689) Locke
Social Contract (1690) Locke
Leviathan (1697) Bayle
Meditations on First Philosophy (1725) Vico
Discourse on Method (1748) Montesquieu
Encyclopédie (1764) Voltaire
What is the Enlightenment? (1739) Hume
Essay on Toleration (1762) Rousseau
Critique of Pure Reason (1781) Kant
Critique of Practical Reason (1784) Kant
The Rights of Man (1788) Kant
The Spirit of Laws (1761-65) Diderot, editor
Second Treatise of Civil Government (1791) Paine

Matching quiz answers:
Leviathan (1651) Hobbes
Discourse on Method (1637) Descartes
Meditations on First Philosophy (1641) Descartes
Essay on Toleration (1689) Locke
Second Treatise of Civil Government (1690) Locke
Historical Dictionary (1697) Bayle
The New Science (1725) Vico
The Spirit of Laws (1748) Montesquieu
Philosophical Dictionary (1764) Voltaire
Treatise on Human Nature (1739) Hume
Social Contract (1762) Rousseau
Critique of Pure Reason (1781) Kant
What is the Enlightenment? (1784) Kant
Critique of Practical Reason (1788) Kant
Encyclopédie (1761-65) Diderot, editor
The Rights of Man (1791) Paine
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Name and period:

The Great Ideas of the Enlightenment thinkers

Instructions: keep this worksheet alongside your Student Guide and fill in the answers

as you reach each answer.

1. Thomas Hobbes
a. 
b. 

2. René Descartes
a.

 
b. 

3. Isaac Newton
a. 

4. John Locke (You can’t get this from the initial list on the slide.)
a.

b.
c. 

5. Montesquieu
a. 

6. Voltaire
a. 

7. Jean-Jacques Rousseau
a.
b.
c. 

8. Thomas Paine
a.
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Quiz:
Where more than one letter is called for, bubble in all letters indicated.
Some answers may be used more than once.

1. Who was the first modern materialist?
2. Who invented rationalism?
3. Who invented empiricism?
4. Who said we have a mind and a body?
5. Who said our mind at birth is a blank slate?
6. What is inductive reasoning?
7. What is deductive reasoning?
8. Who, in our studies, first described government as a social

contract?
9. Who was the witty publicist of others’ ideas?    
10. Who put feelings above reason?
11. Who said that the heart has its reasons?
12. Who said it was wrong to put human happiness ahead of God’s purposes?
13-15. What 3 thinkers we looked at call government a social contract (must be in alphabetical

order to count)?

Answer list:
a. René Descartes
b. Jonathan Edwards
c. Thomas Hobbes
d. John Locke
e.  Blaise Pascal
aa. Jean-Jacques Rousseau
ab. Voltaire
ac. thinking based on  reasoning, independent of the world of

experience
ad. think based on observations


